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RELIGIOUS LIBERTIES

NOTHING TO STAND ON: “OFFENDED OBSERVERS” AND THE TEN COMMANDMENTS

BY JORDAN LORENCE AND ALLISON JONES*

I. Introduction

The Supreme Court could end many Establishment

Clause disputes by enforcing Article III standing

requirements on those bringing the lawsuits, who many times

have no more stake in the issues than being “offended

observers.” Those who oppose governmental

acknowledgement of religion virtually ignore standing

requirements imposed by the Constitution as pesky obstacles

that only distract them from reaching the more interesting

Establishment Clause issues. Yet, no federal court should

reach the substantive issues unless the parties clearly have

standing.  For example, the Supreme Court could have

resolved the two Ten Commandments cases
1

  by ruling that

all of the “offended observers” who brought the lawsuits

lacked standing to come into federal court in the first place.

In both instances the plaintiffs did not present an Article III

“case” or “controversy”
2

 according to the Court’s standing

requirements
3

—they alleged indignation and nothing more.

Note  how weak the plaintiffs’ standing is in these cases.

In the Kentucky case, the American Civil Liberties Union

filed suit on its own behalf and on behalf of its anonymous

members in Kentucky who go to the courthouse to “transact

civic business” such as obtaining licenses, paying taxes and

registering to vote.
4

 While at the courthouse, they “have

occasion to view” the Ten Commandments display and, since

they “perceive” it as an unconstitutional establishment of

religion, they are “offended.”
5

 In the Texas case, a lawyer

with an expired license brought suit because he would

routinely walk past a Ten Commandments monument

(surrounded by sixteen other nonreligious monuments) on

his way to the state law library, and seeing it offended him, he

testified, “in that he is not religious.”
6

This is pretty wispy stuff, yet, in its decisions, the

Court never questioned whether these “offended observers”

had standing to bring their suits in the first place.
7

 Such

oversights provide a loophole for every village secularist to

charge into court with the ACLU and challenge governmental

acknowledgements of religion, no matter how passive or

benign.
8

 These delicate plaintiffs with eggshell sensitivities—

who claim deep offense at the acknowledgement of any

beliefs that conflict with their own—then seek court orders

censoring the religious message, as a type of “heckler’s

veto.”
9

 Of course, the government does have real obligations

imposed by the Establishment Clause, but these should be

enforced in federal court in lawsuits brought by actual

plaintiffs suffering real, concrete harm. Not enforcing standing

requirements allows lawsuits with dubious constitutional

validity to clutter the federal courts. Article III standing

requirements should be enforced in Establishment Clause

cases just as they are in all other areas of the law.
10

II. “Concrete Harm” Provides Firm Footing for Plaintiffs

To have standing under Article III, a plaintiff must have

suffered a “concrete and particularized” injury as the result

of an actual or imminent invasion of a legally protected

interest.
11

 This requirement is generally strict: Even in

environmental lawsuits, where the harm is naturally more

dispersed, plaintiffs still must demonstrate a direct and

particularized injury to their unique interest.
12

  Second, there

must be a causal connection between the injury suffered and

the challenged action of the defendant.
13

 And third, it must

be likely that the injury will be redressed by a favorable judicial

decision.
14

These Article III standing requirements apply with equal

force to Establishment Clause claims.
15

 In Valley Forge

Christian College v. Americans United for Separation of

Church and State, the Court rejected the idea that the

Establishment Clause confers to citizens a personal

constitutional right to a government that does not establish

religion.
16

 The Court also rejected a more lax standing threshold

for Establishment Clause claims based either on the notion

that these claims are of superior importance or that violations

of the Establishment Clause typically will not cause sufficient

injury to confer standing under “traditional” standing

requirements.
17

 Indeed, the Court asserted that the

“assumption that if respondents have no standing to sue, no

one would have standing, is not a reason to find standing.”
18

Perhaps most pertinent to the recent Ten Commandments

challenges, the Court held that a psychological consequence

produced by observation of conduct with which one

disagrees is not a personal injury sufficient to confer standing

under Article III, even if it is phrased in constitutional terms.
19

The federal courts are not a “vehicle for the vindication of

the value interest of concerned bystanders.”
20

The Supreme Court awoke to the need to enforce

standing requirements in Establishment Clause cases in Elk

Grove Unified School District v. Newdow, ruling that Mr.

Newdow lacked standing to challenge the phrase “under God”

in the Pledge of Allegiance recited by his daughter every day

at school.
21

 Only his daughter, as the person subjected to

allegedly unwelcome state-sponsored religious exercise,
22

 or

her legal custodial parent would have standing to challenge

the practice. Mr. Newdow’s offense that his daughter was

directed to recite the pledge daily was not sufficient injury to

grant standing.
23

III.  Jurisdictional Quagmire

The circuit courts, however, are not following Elk

Grove
24

 and Valley Forge,
25

 and the Supreme Court has only

added to the problem by ignoring standing in the recent Ten

Commandments cases. Some circuits have held that direct

contact with an offensive display is a sufficient injury to
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confer standing,
26

 while others have indicated that standing

requires something more than contact.
27

  In the “offensive

contact” jurisdictions, the courts have effectively adopted a

non-existent Establishment Clause exception of “proximate

standing;” plaintiffs need not suffer actual injury because

merely being near the alleged establishment is enough to

grant Article III standing.
28

 Such “nearby” standing is no

better exemplified than in the Court’s Ten Commandments

decisions, where each plaintiff’s “injury” consisted solely of

having occasion to pass by the “offensive” display.
29

 This

relaxed standard flies in the face of Valley Forge’s holding

that there is no “sliding scale” of standing.
30

Also, no standing exists, generally, for “enhanced”

offended observers, who have changed their behavior to

avoid the disagreeable message.  These plaintiffs’ self-

imposed cost, which can be even a tiny detour attributable to

the “offense,” merely “validates the existence of genuine

distress” for courts that grant standing to these “enhanced”

offended observers.
31

 They then declare this supposedly

heightened degree of offense (which is still just offense and

not injury) sufficient for standing.

The plaintiffs in these cases do no more than allege the

endorsement buzzwords: that the display in question makes

them feel like “outsiders” who are not “full members of the

political community.”
32

 Incredibly, courts treat the alleged

feelings as proof of injury enough for standing, despite the

fact that no government action has altered anyone’s political

standing, full participation in citizenship, or inclusion in the

community.
33

 “No one loses the right to vote, the freedom to

speak, or any other state or federal right if he or she does not

happen to share the religious ideas that such practices appear

to approve.”
34

These courts erroneously rely on School District of

Abington Township v. Schempp
35

 in their decisions,

attempting to stretch a parallel between a law that required

school children to begin their day with Bible reading and

prayer and passing by a passive display of a religious text or

symbol in the public arena.
36

 But the Supreme Court has

already rejected this far-fetched comparison: “The plaintiffs

in Schempp had standing, not because their complaint rested

on the Establishment Clause . . . but because impressionable

schoolchildren were subjected to unwelcome religious

exercises or were forced to assume special burdens to avoid

them.”
37

 In other words, courts should be careful not to

conflate the threshhold standing question with the ultimate

substantive question, as the circuits have been doing in the

offended observer cases.

For example, Michael Newdow had no standing to

challenge the reciting of prayers at the President’s

Inauguration in January 2005 merely because he wanted to

attend the event, but a Secret Service agent who is an atheist

and is ordered to guard the President during that event would

have standing to challenge the prayers.  The Secret Service

agent would have concrete harm for standing purposes;

Michael Newdow as a mere attendee would not.  Although

the Secret Service agent would have standing to bring his

challenge, he should lose his substantive Establishment

Clause claim challenging the constitutionality of the prayers

in light of such cases such as Marsh v. Chambers, which

upheld the practice of chaplains praying before state

legislative sessions.
38

The plaintiff ’s standing can only rest on a concrete

injury—whether a government action does or does not violate

the Establishment Clause is a separate question that is only

reached once standing has been satisfied.
39

  Even if a court

ignores the Article III problem, Schempp is still not an

appropriate comparison. Schempp had a concrete injury

because the law required that suggestible, captive

schoolchildren be led in daily religious exercises;
40

 an adult

choosing to walk past a passive Ten Commandments display

is not required, coerced, or even encouraged to read the

display, much less agree with its tenets.

Some federal judges have sounded the alarm against

the lax standards of standing for “offended observer”

plaintiffs bringing Establishment Clause cases.  Judge Guy

of the Sixth Circuit has been disturbed that courts would

recognize the so-called “injury” suffered by offended

observers.
41

 Judge Easterbrook of the Seventh Circuit has

addressed this issue at some length.
42

 He points out that

Valley Forge requires courts to distinguish between injured

and ideological plaintiffs, despite the line of circuit court

decisions that have attempted to reduce Valley Forge to a

“hollow shell.”
43

 He further notes:

If because no one is injured there is no

controversy, then the Constitution demands that

the court dismiss the suit. There is no exception

for subjects that as a result cannot be raised at

all . . . If there is no case, then there is no occasion

for deciding a constitutional question, and we

should not mourn or struggle against this

allocation of governmental powers.
44

The First Circuit recently followed this reasoning (that is,

followed the law) and dismissed an offended observer’s suit

concerning a city’s holiday display policy, holding that

“although [the plaintiff was] offended by the Policy, she has

sustained no injury in fact.”
45

Other areas of constitutional law do not allow plaintiffs

with this sort of weak standing to file lawsuits in federal

court.  For example, when the government compels citizens

to express its own political message, offended individuals

are exempted from the exercise; the message is not itself

declared unconstitutional because someone disagrees with

it.
46

 Although constitutional protections may exist for those

compelled to express state-sponsored ideas, no protection

exists on offensiveness grounds for those who merely

observe the governmental expression in question.
47

 When

parents have religious objections to the content of their child’s

school curriculum, the courts have held that mere offensive

exposure to ideas that are contrary to one’s religious beliefs
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is not actionable.
48

 A parent’s recourse is to the political

process of the school board, just as the political system is

the proper place for offended observers of the Ten

Commandments to take their complaints.

Consider also current equal protection doctrine: Racial

minorities who feel stigmatized by government action but

have suffered no concrete harm in addition to the

psychological affront have no standing to bring a

constitutional claim.
49

 For example, parents who sued to

enforce the government’s non-discrimination policy regarding

tax exemption for private schools on the basis that illegal

government complicity in discrimination stigmatized them

were denied standing because they did not indicate that their

children had ever or would ever apply to a private school.
50

The Court recognized that the stigmatizing injury caused by

racial discrimination is “one of the most serious

consequences of discriminatory government action”
51

 and

the government was quite possibly not obeying or enforcing

the law. But the Supreme Court denied standing even to those

worthy plaintiffs because only persons suffering particularized

harm have standing to challenge discriminatory governmental

actions in such cases.
52

 The gravity of the substantive issue

in these cases was not allowed to affect the threshold question

of whether the plaintiffs had standing, and it should be no

different in “offended observer” cases.

Outside of the Establishment Clause arena, “offended

observers” have no standing to challenge the government’s

messages.
53

 Governmental messages to support the war in

Iraq or to stop smoking or to “buy savings bonds,” etc. may

be deeply offensive to many people, but they do not give

standing for offended observers to bring lawsuits to censor

the message.  Memorials dedicated to the Unknown Child,

which offend abortion advocates, survive court challenges.
54

Also, the Maryland State House exhibits a statue of Chief

Justice Roger Taney, author of the Dred Scott decision, and

that display certainly has the potential to seriously offend an

onlooker, especially an African-American citizen of Maryland.

Such an individual, although legitimately aggrieved, would

have no legal recourse to remove the statue, and neither

should a person who passes a Ten Commandments monument

on public property. Lack of a judicial remedy does not silence

these citizens, however: both can assert their views by

appealing to the political process in a variety of ways.
55

“When the government expresses views in public debates,

all are as free as they were before; that these views may

offend some and persuade others is a political rather than a

constitutional problem.”
56

In the same way, the Ten Commandments do not cause

observers concrete injury, no matter how much they dislike

or disagree with the display. And without concrete injury,

Article III cannot be satisfied
57

—the Constitution refuses to

give every concerned bystander a free pass into court.
58

Certainly, all speech has potential to offend, but insult without

injury is not enough to create a case or controversy.
59

IV. Establishment Clause Quicksand

Allowing “offended observers” to file Establishment

Clause challenges violates the principle upheld in the heckler’s

veto cases,
60

 that speech should not be restricted based on a

hostile reaction from the listeners.  This principle applies to

religious speech as well, with the Court refusing to use

Establishment Clause jurisprudence as a “modified heckler’s

veto.”
61

 While the government is not a private speaker, the

analogy is still apt, as Justice O’Connor has noted: “Nearly

any government action could be overturned as a violation of

the Establishment Clause if a ‘heckler’s veto’ sufficed to show

that its message was one of endorsement.”
62

Despite being aware of the danger, this is precisely

what the courts have done by giving “offended observers”

standing. Once these hecklers are allowed in court, their

opinions override those of the rest of the population, including

our duly elected representatives in the government.
63

Granting anti-religious observers veto power to drive all

religious references from the public square replaces a “sense

of proportion and fit with uncompromising rigidity at a costly

price to the values of the First Amendment.”
64

One of these First Amendment values, indeed its

“bedrock,” is that the expression of an idea cannot be

prohibited solely because it may offend.
65

 The First

Amendment fully expects that citizens will confront

disagreeable ideas and that a robust democracy will refuse to

insulate its citizens from views that they disagree with or

even find inflammatory.
66

 For example, in the free speech case

Texas v. Johnson, the Court held that a statute prohibiting

the desecration of the American flag was unconstitutional

because protecting onlookers from psychic harm did not rise

to a level of compelling state interest.
67

 In fact, the Court

concluded that the Constitution prevents the state from

protecting individuals from offense in such situations.
68

 This

line of reasoning is inconsistent
69

 with the contention from

modern Establishment Clause jurisprudence that the

Constitution protects observers from a feeling of alienation

created by observing something with which they disagree.
70

While the speech clause cases minimize the importance of

protecting citizens from offense, current religion clause

jurisprudence “suggests that the protection of persons from

offense may rise to a constitutional requirement.”
71

 As a

result, the heckler’s veto is alive and well in Establishment

Clause jurisprudence.

V. Conclusion

While Article III’s standing requirements, as exposited

by the Court through the years, provide firm footing for injured

plaintiffs, modern Establishment Clause jurisprudence has

turned a blind eye to these requirements and headed into the

jurisdictional quagmire of “offended observers.” The

McCreary County and Van Orden Ten Commandments cases

fall into that category of cases where actual injury, and

therefore standing to bring suit, is conspicuously absent.

The plaintiffs alleged only offense, therefore their cases

should have been dismissed for lack of standing instead of

adding two more contradictory holdings to modern religion
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clause jurisprudence. If the courts continue to manufacture

their own footing for standing in “offended observer” cases,

the meaning, protections, and liberties of the Establishment

Clause will soon disappear into the quicksand.

*  Jordan Lorence is a senior counsel for the Alliance Defense

Fund who has litigated constitutional law cases since 1984.

Allison Jones is a 2006 candidate for J.D. at Duke University.
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